ATI-PLAN®
Getting Started with the
Apply Tab
The APPLY tab contains simulation products to increase clinical reasoning and critical thinking.

FILTER products by content area.

FILTER by simulation name or date accessed.

Visual CARDS represent each product.

Click on the INFORMATION icon on the top right of a product card for product information.
Product Cards

To access a simulation, click **MODULES**.

This is the number of **MODULES** in the simulation.

View the last time you accessed the simulation.

**FILTER** by name or date accessed.

Access simulation features and performance **REPORTS**.

If available, **DUE DATES** are located here.
Within a simulation, find INTERACTIVE case studies and client scenarios. Put your knowledge to work and think like a nurse.

Videos, questions, medical records, and flow sheets ENGAGE you throughout the scenario.
Results

Performance REPORTS automatically generate, identifying areas needing improvement.